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My dissertation research centers on application of machine learning techniques to speed up problem solving. In fact, many speed-up learning systems suffer from the utility problem; time after learning is greater than time before learning. Discovering how to assure that learned knowledge will in fact speed up system performance has been a focus of research in explanation-based learning (EBL). One way of finding a solution which can guarantee that cost after learning is bounded by cost of problem solving is to analyze all the sources of cost increase in the learning process and then eliminate these sources. I began on this task by decomposing the learning process into a sequence of transformations that go from a problem solving episode, through a sequence of intermediate problem solving/rule hybrids, to a learned rule. This transformational analysis itself is important to understand the characteristics of the learning system, including cost changes through learning.

Such an analysis has been performed for Soar/EBL (Kim & Rosenbloom 1995). The learning process has been decomposed into a sequence of transformations from the problem solving to learned rule. By analyzing these transformations, I have identified three sources which can make the output rule expensive.

First, ignoring search-control rules which constrained the problem solving can increase the cost. For example, PRODIGY/EBL (Minton 1993) and Soar ignore a large part of the search-control rules in learning to increase the generality of the learned rules. The consequence of this omission is that the learned rules are not constrained by the path actually taken in the problem space, and thus can perform an exponential amount of search even when the original problem-space search was highly directed (by the control rules). By incorporating search control in the explanation structure, this problem can be avoided (Kim & Rosenbloom 1993).

Second, when the structure of the problem solving differs from the structure of the match process for the learned rules, time after learning can be greater than time before learning. During problem solving, the rules that fire tend to form a hierarchical structure in which the early rules provide information upon which the firing of later rules depends. This hierarchical structure is reflected in EBL most obviously in the structure of the explanation (and the more general explanation structure). However, if this hierarchical structure is then flattened into a linear sequence of conditions for use in matching the rule that is learned, the time after learning can be greater than the time before learning. If instead, the learning mechanism is made sensitive to the problem-solving structure, this source of expensiveness can be avoided (Kim & Rosenbloom 1996).

Third and finally, ignoring the optimization employed in the problem solving can increase the cost. In Soar, working memory is a set. Whenever two different instantiations create the equivalent working memory elements, they are merged into one. Eliminating this process in learning, and keeping equivalent set of partial instantiations separately can increase the cost. By preprocessing the partial instantiations, and merging the equivalent instantiations into one, this cost increase can be avoided.

The results on a set of known expensive-rule-learning tasks have shown that such modifications can effectively eliminate the identified set of sources of expensiveness. My future work would be extending the experimental results to a wider range of tasks, both traditional expensive-rule tasks and non-expensive-rule tasks. Also, experiments on a practical domain rather than a toy domain would allow a more realistic analysis of the approach. In addition to the sources of expensiveness which have found so far, I am working toward identifying other potential sources of expensiveness, should they exist. By finding the complete set of sources of expensiveness and avoiding those sources, the cost of using the learned rules should always be bounded by the cost of the problem solving episode from which they were learned.
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